The prevalence and utilization of artificial intelligence (AI) is expanding in modern life, such as through the quotidian use of intelligent assistants such as Siri, Alexa, and Google. Similarly, the healthcare industry is experiencing a paradigm shift as a result of the growth of AI. The ever-expanding scope and increasing speed at which data is bombarding users of technology demands new tools to properly store, to allow for timely retrieval, and to effectively analyze that data. These changes will significantly impact the daily function of healthcare providers. This Health Capital Topics article is the first installment of a four-part series, that will examine AI through the conceptual framework of the Four Pillars of Healthcare, i.e., Reimbursement, Regulation, Technology, and Competition. This first article will focus on how AI is affecting the current healthcare reimbursement environment.

AI is an overarching term that denotes when a computer program uses data and algorithms to continuously “learn” in order to complete a task. Current cutting-edge AI systems use deep learning, a process that strengthens internal problem solving networks in order to quickly classify inputs based on multiple qualifiers, such as an AI system identifying the model of a car by looking at its size, manufacturer emblem, shape, and even engine sound. Older AI systems utilize machine learning, which is similar to deep learning but is more limited in the size and complexity of the tasks it can complete. Both methods, i.e., deep learning and machine learning, are currently in use in the healthcare industry.

The Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) is the largest payer of medical costs, mainly through the Medicare and Medicaid programs. The federal government, which functions as a de facto rate setter for commercial insurance due to its leverage in the marketplace, has historically developed reimbursement models reactively, and has not been swift to develop new, innovative payment models or to reimburse emerging technologies. For example, telemedicine has been in use for nearly three decades, but Medicare did not begin reimbursing for telemedicine services until 2011. Despite this lack of direct reimbursement to providers for AI-related services, health organizations have been incentivized to use AI to generate revenues indirectly, e.g., through savings arising from more efficient data entry and coding processes.

AI currently assists healthcare organizations in providing more efficient and accurate care, allowing for the completion of a greater number of reimbursable services. For example, SpeechPro partnered with PenRad to outfit hospital rooms with AI-installed biometric devices that allow providers to leverage voice recognition technologies to enter data verbally (rather than by hand), eliminating the need for staff to type in information, allowing for quick and secure care, as well as decreasing the risk of hospital-acquired infections, because providers are no longer touching as many objects in the patient room and potentially spreading bacteria or viruses. Other healthcare providers are partnering with technology companies to develop AI-powered “chatbots,” also called “intelligent assistants,” which work to analyze patient questions over an Internet connection, and then, based on the chatbot’s triage of the patient-communicated ailment, forwards the patient to the appropriate live support personnel; the chatbot can also suggest physicians and answer insurance questions for the patient. Similarly, Amazon has partnered with companies to develop skills for Alexa, its AI-powered intelligent assistant, to provide voice-activated services that, based upon the patient’s question or ailment, can suggest reading materials, immediately connect the patient to a physician for a telemedicine consultation, schedule the patient for an in-person appointment with a specialist, or direct the patient to “more urgent care.” These chatbots are streamlining evaluation and management services in healthcare by completing a portion of the patient evaluation before the patient ever interacts with a human provider. In addition to the support provided by these chatbots to patients, the speech recognition software included in chatbots can support providers in the input of medical, coding, and billing data, allowing physicians to see more patients and more effectively bill insurers by verbally inputting data (at a quicker speed that what they could type) concurrently with their patient evaluation.

AI is also enhancing the process of medical coding and billing, allowing providers to capture previously unbilled services. Many providers, due to a lack of education, fear of federal legal action, or other reasons,
“undercode” services, i.e., submit a code that reports “a lower-level service than is supported by documentation,” causing them to forfeit reimbursable services. For example, a physician may submit a claim for an average office visit, which includes only one chronic illness or injury, when the provider could easily bill for a code for more intense treatment because the patient, in fact, had two or more chronic illnesses or injuries. AI tools designed to review human coding decisions for accuracy could be trained to maximize reimbursable services that were not originally coded for billing, potentially leading to increases in the amount that a provider is reimbursed.

In addition to reviewing coding decisions, AI can also analyze the inputted codes and ensure federal programs are being properly billed. For example, the federal government uses AI extensively to detect and enforce miscoded services, mainly through Recovery Audit Contractors (RACs) whose AI-powered algorithms search for trends in billing to identify potentially erroneous and/or fraudulent submissions. The implementation of AI solutions by healthcare organizations may identify and remedy these billing errors before RACs detect them, potentially avoiding the notoriously burdensome audit process of RACs and potential penalties.

In addition to utilizing AI within the clinical and billing arenas, both healthcare enterprises and insurers are utilizing AI in the analysis of big data collected from electronic health records and other data inputs to track patient care. Healthcare enterprises are seeking to reduce costs, or to enhance incentive-based payments, by utilizing big data to track physicians and “monitor...their progress toward [quality] goals, such as giving recommended mammograms.” Private insurers are similarly using AI to track physicians, and have stated their plans to set rates for overall episodes of care, which will financially punish those physicians who provide the costliest care. A 2013 McKinsey & Co. report noted that “[w]ith these emerging shifts in the reimbursement landscape [from volume-based to value-based], healthcare stakeholders have an incentive to compile and exchange big data more readily.” The report estimated that long-term healthcare industry savings from reduced spending as a result of an increased use of technology related to big data could be as high as $450 billion. The Workgroup for Electronic Data Interchange (WEDI), a healthcare information technology nonprofit that advises the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), released a report in March 2016 finding that as healthcare financing shifts to value-based reimbursement, the use of AI can quickly identify and close gaps in care. The report conducted a case study on a Delaware healthcare organization, Christiana Care Health System, that utilized AI to analyze historical and real-time health data from multiple sources in order to “identify at-risk populations and gaps in care,” and allowed medical staff to more effectively treat patients.

As revenue streams tighten due to the paradigm shift from volume-based to value-based reimbursement, AI will likely become an even more important resource for healthcare organizations. Although AI’s current use falls outside of the healthcare services for which insurers are currently reimbursing, the greatest effect of AI on the U.S. healthcare industry in an era of reform may be the efficiency with which providers are able to bill for services in an evolving reimbursement environment and the opportunity to reduce operating expenses by replacing tasks performed by humans with AI solutions.

The next article will discuss AI in the current regulatory environment of the U.S. healthcare industry.
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